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Overview
● Why dark matter simulations?

● What can we learn from them?

● What is the state-of-the-art?



  

linear theory
non-linear
evolution

e.g. Zel'dovich
approximation

goal

Goal



  

Dark Matter Simulations: State-of-the-Art
Millennium I

Springel+ (2005)



  

Dark Matter Simulations: State-of-the-Art
Millennium II

Boylan-Kolchin+ (2009)



  

Dark Matter Simulations: State-of-the-Art

Angulo+ (2012)

Millennium XXL

→ 12288 cores at JuRoPa 

→ 30 TB RAM

→ 303 billion particles



  

Dark Matter Simulations: State-of-the-Art

Springel+ (2008)

Aquarius



  



  



  

Dark Matter Simulations: Some Results

Navarro+ (2010) DM halo density profiles



  

Dark Matter Simulations: Some Results

pseudo phase-space densityNavarro+ (2010)



  

Dark Matter Simulations: DM Detection

differential scattering
rate per unit detector mass

detection signals depend on 
DM phase-space structure

Direct Detection:

Indirect Detection:

Annihilation rate 
in volume V



  

Dark Matter Simulations: DM Detection

Vogelsberger+ (2008)
Helmi+ (2002)

high velocity particles show 
anisotropic distribution 

(→ directional detection)

non-Maxwellian 
velocity space structures 



  

Dark Matter Simulations: DM Detection
sample of six haloes

all show 
velocity structure

imprints of 
formation history

prediction axion 
detector signal

dark matter astronomy
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Dark Matter Simulations: DM phase-space

quite formation history violent formation history



  

Dark Matter Simulations: Annihilation 

Springel+ (2008)



  

● Which equations govern the evolution of DM?

● What is the basic approach to solve them?

● What is special about cold DM (CDM)?

Dark Matter Dynamics



  

Goal: Predict Distribution of DM



  

Dark Matter as a Collisionless Fluid 
→ a Milky Way like halo has of the order of 1067 individual DM particles

→ they do not scatter locally / move smoothly under their collective grav. potential

→ describe the system of DM particles in terms of a distribution function:

→ DM dynamics can then be described by the Poisson-Vlasov equations:



  

Solving the Poisson-Vlasov Equation

Task: Solve the Poisson-Vlasov equation → DM distribution known

real space density derived 
from distribution function

Task: Poisson-Vlasov equation is a ordinary PDE → we know how to solve those



  

Solving the Poisson-Vlasov Equation
→7 independent variables (3 coordinates, 3 velocities, time)

→ put a fine grid on top of computational domain

→ Example: halo with virial radius ~ 200 kpc/h; velocity dispersion ~ 200 km/s

→ resolve small scales in velocity (1 km/s) and space (1 kpc)

→ we need a grid with 2003 x 2003 = 64 trillion grid cells

→ assume we store 10 floats = (4 x 10 = 40 Bytes) per grid cell

→ 64 x 1012 x 40 Bytes ~ 2.3 PetaByte

→ for a two times finer grid ~ 150 PetaByte 

requires a computer that can 
hold 150 PetaByte = 150,000 TB in RAM

(15,000,000 x memory of ordinary desktop machine)



  

HPC where do we stand?
cores                  TFlops/s



  

Solving the Poisson-Vlasov Equation: 
Brute-Force Approach



  

→ use a Monte Carlo approach instead

→ suits the problem very well, because most of phase-space is empty for CDM

Solving the Poisson-Vlasov Equation:
Beyond Brute-Force

CDM occupies
thin 3-dimensional

hyper-surface 
in phase-space

a simple grid
covers mostly

empty phase-space



  

The N-Body Approach
→ discretize in terms of N particles, which sample distribution function

→ follow the equation of motion of these sample particles

→ N is much smaller than the 'real' N

→ this low N can cause large-angle particle scatterings and formation of bound pairs

→ add softening to avoid these effects

→ softening to mimic collisionless system evolving according to Poisson-Vlasov

collective
potential

softening

equation of motion 
for particle i



  

The need for large N: Why?
→ small particle mass to resolve details

→ large volume for representative volume

the more particles
the better

Task: Solve the N-body problem

→ how to compute the gravitational forces efficiently and accurately?

→ how to integrate orbital equations?



  

Force Calculation
● What is the basic problem?

● What are efficient ways to calculate the forces?



  

Direct Summation

N summation terms per particle
N2 summations per time step

very bad time complexity O(N2)



  

Particle Mesh Method: Idea
→ Poisson's equation can be solved in real-space by a convolution integral:

→ In Fourier-space, the convolution becomes a simple multiplication:

→ solve for the potential in Fourier-space and finite differencing to get force field

convolution of density field 
with Green's function

PM algorithm:
● density assignment (particles to mesh)
● computation of potential field
● computation of force field
● force assignment (mesh to particles)

make use of FFT to 
efficiently carry out the two 

Fourier transformations



  

Particle Mesh Method: Density Assignment

Task: assign particle masses to mesh

→ give particle a shape; i.e. no point mass anymore 

→ then to each mesh cell assign the fraction of mass that falls into this cell

resulting density 
on the mesh



  

Particle Mesh Method: Force Calculation
Task: finite differencing of the potential on the mesh to get forces on the mesh

replace gradient with
finite differencing on mesh

2nd order

3rd order

Task: interpolate force field back to particle positions

Force calculated 
for each particle



  

Particle-Particle PM Method (P3M): Idea
Task: increase force resolution beyond mesh scale  → increase dynamic range

→ do a direct summation at the mesh scale

→ this increases resolution

→ increases dynamic range a lot

→ can get slow if clustering starts (O(N2))



  

Mesh-Refinements: Idea

→ additional smaller meshes for small scales

→ use refinement criteria



  

TREE-Algorithm: Idea
Task: efficient force calculation without mesh and FFT

→ pure particle-particle calculation suffers from poor O(N2) scaling

→ i.e. each particle has to calculate a pairwise force with N other particles

→ is there a more efficient way to do this approximately but still accurate enough?



  

TREE-Algorithm: Oct-Tree
Task: push time complexity to O(N log(N))

→ put particle in an Oct-Tree structure

→ walk the tree for force calculation

→ open nodes based on 'distance' to target particle (BH criterion)

[Springel]



  

TREE-PM: Idea
Task: combine the advantages of tree algorithms and mesh-based schemes

→ split the potential of single particles in Fourier space into long- and short-range

→ compute both parts separately with the PM and TREE algorithms

→ short-range with TREE and long-range with PM

split in short- 
and long-range

FFT
solve in real 

space
with modified 

TREE

TREE

PM solve with 
PM method

● mass assignment
● FFT forward
● multiply with Green's function
● FFT backward
● finite difference force
● interpolate force to particles



  

TREE-PM: Walk TREE only locally
→ erfc(x) drops very quickly: erfc(2.5)~10-4

→ real space only needs to be calculated in vicinity of particle

→ walk tree only in vicinity of particle, no long-range contribution

→ longe-range contribution comes from PM part

TREE-PM advantages:
● accurate and fast longe-range force
● high resolution on small scales 

TREE-PM scheme used for many state-of-the-art simulations:
Millennium (1,2,XXL), Aquarius, Phoenix, Illustris, ….



  

TREE-PM: Patching Forces together

force 
split 
scale

short
range

long
range

[Springel]



  

TREE-PM: Parallelization

→ sort particles along a fractal Peano-Hilbert curve

→ chop curve for domain decomposition

[Springel]



  

TREE-PM: Parallelization

[Springel]



  

For tomorrow

http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/



  

Prepacked Setup
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~mvogelsb/handson.tar.gz

→ contains: code, initial conditions, I/O reader, simple post-processing example

→ requires: C, make, FFTW, GSL, HDF5, MPI, Python (Numpy, PyTables, ...)

Content:
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Time Integration
● General idea about time integration

● How to solve the second order ODE?

● Which features are desirable for cosmological simulations?



  

Basic Schemes: Idea
Explicit Euler Method:

→ simplest scheme

→ right hand side readily available (i.e. explicit)

→ only first order accurate 

Implicit Euler Method:

→ good stability properties

→ requires implicit solver (can be expensive, if function not easily invertable)



  

Basic Schemes: Higher Order
Runga-Kutta methods: standard ODE integration method

2nd order

4th order



  

Leapfrog Scheme: Discretization

general type

Drift-Kick-Drift Kick-Drift-Kick

Leapfrog Scheme

→ 2nd order accurate

→ symplectic, which is important for cosmological simulations



  

Leapfrog Scheme: Properties
→ Hamiltonian structure preserved if steps formulated as canonical transformations

→ such schemes are called symplectic (symplectic integrators)

→ time evolution is continuous canonical transformation generated by Hamiltonian

Hamiltonian equations 
of motion

time evolution 
of state vector

through propagator



  

Leapfrog Scheme: Properties

separable 
Hamiltonian

→ Drift- and Kick-Operators:

operator spittingdrift and kick operators
are symplectic transformations

reason for good conservation properties



  

Leapfrog Scheme: Properties

→ Leapfrog has no secular evolution in total energy

→ cosmological simulations integrate larger number of particle orbits in halo centers

→ avoid secular evolution

[Springel]



  

Recent Developments
● Small-scale structure of CDM?

● Self-Interacting DM?



  

Small-Scale Structure: CDM
→ CDM is cold and collisionless → restricted to 3D hyper-surface

→ thickness of hyper-surface related to primordial velocity dispersion

1 stream

3 streams

caustic

streams and caustics affect 
direct and indirect detection



  

Sikivie+ (1997),
Onemli & Sikivie (2007),
Natarajan & Sikivie (2007),
Duffy & Sikivie (2008),
Natarajan & Sikivie  (2008), ... 

Caustic ring model:

Self-similar halo formation:

Fillmore & Goldreich (1984), Bertschinger (1985),
Mohayaee & Shandarin (2006), Mohayaee & Salati (2008), ...

General arguments:

Hogan (2001)

Predictions
●  ~100 streams at solar position
●  significant annihilation boost (5-100)
●  strong caustic rings 
●  discrete velocity distribution
●  distinct caustic structures

Small-Scale Structure: Estimates

Strong impact on
detection signals?



  

Annihilation radiation through caustic log. divergent:

Caustic density scales with (vel. disp.)1/2

White & Vogelsberger (2008)
            Vogelsberger+ (2008)

Small-Scale Structure: Extend N-body

→ calculate stream density

→ intra-stream annihilation

→ use phase-space geodesic deviation equation 

scales with
(velocity dispersion)-1/2

log. divergent

→ can be implemented in N-body codes



  

Mohayaee & Shandarin (2006)
radial distance
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 caustic spheres on top of 
smooth annihilation signal

annihilation signal

caustic annihilation produces 
shells of stronger emission

 Vogelsberger+ (2009)

2D phase-space

Small-Scale Structure: 1D example

caustic 
passage



  

tidal streams (e.g. debris), 
not fine-grained streams!

Vogelsberger & White (2011)
results for Milky Way-like DM halocolor: caustic count

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Halo

phase-space sheet
winding up in subhalo



  

●  broad distribution at all radii
●  outer part broader due to subhalos
●  tracks dynamical age (largest in center)
●  converged

caustic count profile
caustic count distribution

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Caustics



  filaments(sub)halo cores smooth
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caustic filter:

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Caustics



  

low stream density regions:
mixing in early forming 
objects at high z
→ strong mixing

high stream density regions:
more diffuse, smoothly 
accreted at low z 
→ weak mixing

early

late



  

●  stream density low
●  locally large number of streams

stream density

# of streams

if dark matter made of axions 
resonant detectors should find 
energy spectrum where few 

tenths of percent of total energy 
density is concentrated in few 
very narrow spectral lines

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Streams



  

→  essentially no boost at solar circle
→  no distinct / dense caustic structures 

'standard' annihilation rate
calculations do not miss a

large fine-grained contribution

caustic density

caustic boost

reason:
caustic density small 

compared to mean density

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Boost



  

caustic count

# of streams

 → there is not much variation
→  results universal for that halo mass

different halos in 
same mass range

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Halo Variation



  

→ Liouville's Theorem
→ streams contribute a lot
→ caustics negligible

red: smooth halo
blue: streams

Zavala+ (2011)

in a Sommerfeld-enhanced
scenario the fine-grained
structure dominates the 

smooth annihilation signal

Small-Scale Structure: CDM Halo Variation



  

Self-Interacting DM: Motivation
Boylan-Kolchin+ (2012)



  

cluster 
ellipticity

gravoth.
catastr.

flatten cores 
of dwarfs

transfer cross-section 

Feng+ (2010)   Finkbeiner+ (2010)   Loeb & Weiner (2011)

Self-Interacting DM: Idea

examples



  

Self-Interacting DM: Halo Structure
→ Monte Carlo implementation

→ 4 different SIDM models

halos rounder

Vogelsberger+ (2012)



  

Self-Interacting DM: Halo Structure

core formation



  

Self-Interacting DM: Subhalo Structure



  

Self-Interacting DM: Direct Detection
Vogelsberger+ (2013)



  

Hands-on
● A cosmological simulation with Gadget-2

● Makefile, Parameter file, Running

● Post-processing



  

Download the Code: Prepacked Setup
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~mvogelsb/handson.tar.gz

→ contains: code, initial conditions, I/O reader, simple post-processing example

→ requires: C, make, FFTW, GSL, HDF5, MPI, Python (Numpy, PyTables, ...)

Content:



  

Parameterfile

initial condition file

where to write 
snapshot

statistics

scale factors of snapshots

time limits



  

Parameterfile

options

scale factors
begin/end

cosmology and 
simulation volume



  

Parameterfile

time integration

force calculation



  

Parameterfile

memory settings

softening length



  

Makefile

TreePM



  

Makefile

HDF5 outputs

64bit IDs



  

Compiling

...

build 
executable



  

Running

...

run on 2 tasks



  

Running

...

Running

creates
output files
'snapshots'

output for each 
Integration times step

HDF5 snapshots



  

Simple Post-Processing



  

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map

Z = 90Z = 90



  

Z = 30

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map



  

Z = 5

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map



  

Z = 2

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map



  

Z = 1

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map



  

Z = 0

Simple Post-Processing: DM Density Map



  



  

● (75 Mpc/h)3  volume with 2 x 18203 particles/cells

● Three simulations:
DM only (done), non-radiative, full physics (@ z=0.4)

Illustris ProjectIllustris Project

MV+ (in prep)
Genel+ (in prep)
Sijacki+ (in prep)
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